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0.041
Note: Dependent variable is the frequency of white male freshman naming a black friend who is not a member of his freshman squadron. Mean of the dependent variable is 7/345. High School Performance and SAT Score are normalized. Standard errors are clustered at the squadron and year level. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Note: All variables except Number of Freshman Black Students are standardized by academic year. Square brackets contain p-values from randomization-based inference using a counterfactual of 5,000 randomly assigned sophomore squadrons. χ 2 test FTR null hypothesis of empirical p-values drawn from a uniform distribution. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Note: All variables except Number of Sophomore Black Students standardized by academic year. Square brackets contain p-values from randomization-based inference using a counterfactual of 5,000 randomly assigned sophomore squadrons.χ 2 test FTR null hypothesis of empirical p-values drawn from a uniform distribution. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Note: All variables standardized except Number of Sophomore Black Students. Specifications include a fixed effect for academic year. Square brackets contain p-values from randomization-based inference using a counterfactual of 5,000 randomly assigned sophomore squadrons. χ 2 test FTR null hypothesis of empirical p-values drawn from a uniform distribution. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Note: Dependent variable is probability of roommate match between black and white males for seven or more days. Square brackets contain p-values from randomization-based inference using a counterfactual of 5,000 randomly assigned roommates from within existing sophomore squadrons. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 
